
Eliminates the risk of
over-scrubbing and
over-wetting upholstery
Outset. Dissolves the toughest upholstery soils.
People spend a lot of time lounging on the 
couch or in their favorite recliner, yet they 
hardly think of getting these pieces of fur-
niture cleaned. When customers finally call 
you for a professional cleaning, you’re faced 
with fabrics that contain a heavy and stubborn 
buildup of hair and body oils, food, beverages, 
pet hair, pet odors, and even cigarette smoke. 

To solve this cleaner’s nightmare, the chem-
ists at Matrix developed Outset Upholstery 
Pre-Spray, a powerful, non-ammoniated 
product that dissolves tough upholstery soils 
for fast and easy rinsing. 

Outset has a non-foaming formulation that 
gives optimum cleaning results and never 
leaves behind a sticky residue. Thanks to its 
potent cleaning properties that slice through the 
oily binders on upholstery soil like a hot knife 
through butter, Outset virtually eliminates the 
risk of over-scrubbing and over wetting. 

Outset is non-toxic, user-safe, and safe for 
use on white or wool upholstery.



Dilutions and Usage Instructions

Dilutions:
This product requires no dilution; it’s ready to use for your convenience.

Usage Instructions:
Upholstery cleaning is a more delicate cleaning procedure than general carpet cleaning. 
Upholstery cleaning chemicals are formulated to be hypoallergenic due to increased 
contact with skin. Products used on upholstery must always be tested. Do this by di-
luting the chemical at the dilution you would use to clean the entire fabric. Look for 
bleeding, crocking, and color transfer while testing. Check the threading and piping for 
any abnormalities or different colors. Open up the cushions at the zipper and look for 
any magic marker used to mark cushions. Common symbols on tags for upholstery are 
X - vacuum only, S - solvent only, W - wet clean and S/W - solvent or wet clean. 

1. Vacuum well. Be sure to use a crevice tool in the corners and crevices. 
    Never stick your hands inside the cushion, as there is no telling what 
    could be inside. 

2. Using a pump-up sprayer, apply Outset Upholstery Pre-Spray. 

3. Use a horsehair brush to agitate heavily soiled areas. 

4. Allow 10 minutes of dwell time for soil suspension. 

5. Using an extraction machine, extract furniture with Matrix Impression 
    Upholstery Cleaning Concentrate. 

6. Dry vacuum all excess moisture, especially around the arms  
    and cushions. 

7. Speed dry with air movers.

pH: 10.0-12.0 Safe for use on white or wool upholstery.

Right: Matrix Impression Upholstery Cleaning Concentrate. 
The perfect compliment to Matrix Outset Upholstery Pre-spray 
for delivering a deep, quality clean.


